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ABSTRACT Geometric descriptions of nonideal interresidue hydrogen bonding and backbone-base water bridging in the
minor groove are established in terms of polyamide backbone carbonyl group orientation from analyses of residue junction
conformers in experimentally determined peptide nucleic acid (PNA) complexes. Two types of interresidue hydrogen bonding
are identiﬁed in PNA conformers in heteroduplexes with nucleic acids that adopt A-like basepair stacking. Quantum chemical
calculations on the binding of a water molecule to an O2 base atom in glycine-based PNA thymine dimers indicate that junctions
modeled with P-form backbone conformations are lower in energy than a dimer comprising the predominant conformation
observed in A-like helices. It is further shown in model systems that PNA analogs based on D-lysine are better able to
preorganize in a conformation exclusive to P-form helices than is glycine-based PNA. An intrinsic preference for this confor-
mation is also exhibited by positively charged chiral PNA dimers carrying 3-amino-D-alanine or 4-aza-D-leucine residue units
that provide for additional rigidity by side-chain hydrogen bonding to the backbone carbonyl oxygen. Structural modiﬁcations
stabilizing P-form helices may obviate the need for large heterocycles to target DNA pyrimidine bases via PNADNA-PNA triplex
formation. Quantum chemical modeling methods are used to propose candidate PNA Hoogsteen strand designs.
INTRODUCTION
More than a decade ago, Nielsen and co-workers described
an electrostatically neutral chimera between nucleic acids
(the nucleobases) and (pseudo-) peptides (the backbone),
termed ‘‘polyamide nucleic acids’’, or PNAs (1,2). These
molecules, which are resistant to both nuclease and protein-
ase attack (3), comprise a backbone that is structurally
homomorphous to the deoxyribose phosphate backbone,
containing achiral N-(2-aminoethyl) glycine (aeg) units to
which the nucleobase is attached via a methylene carbonyl
linker (Fig. 1). PNAs form speciﬁc and highly thermally
stable complexes with complementary single-stranded DNA
or RNA, mediated by Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding (4).
Unique among oligonucleotide analogs, PNAs are addition-
ally able to strand invade double-stranded DNA (5,6). Their
remarkable strand invasion properties, alongside demonstra-
tions that modular PNA-conjugate constructs can cross cel-
lular (7–9) and nuclear (10,11) membrane barriers, have
made PNAs promising lead candidate molecules for the
therapeutic control of gene expression (12–16).
In practice, the efﬁcient targeting of double-stranded DNA
via (PNADNA-PNA) triplex formation remains essentially
limited to homopurine (pu) DNA tracts (17). The use of
pseudocomplementary (pc) PNA oligomers, comprising 2,
4-diaminopurine and 4-thiouracil base replacements for ade-
nine and thymine to disfavor unwanted self association of the
pcPNA strands, allows mixed (pu/py) DNA sequences with a
minimum 50% AT content to be targeted by a double duplex
invasion mechanism (18). The future incorporation of pseu-
docomplementary guanine and cytosine nucleobase analogs
is expected not only to increase the number of DNA se-
quences that can be targeted, but should also permit the
covalent tethering of pcPNA oligomers as bis-pcPNAs so as
to reduce the molecularity of the strand displacement process
(14).
The amenability of the aeg PNA structural framework to
chemical modiﬁcation affords considerable advantages in the
development of a pharmacologically efﬁcacious antigene
agent (19,20). The incorporation of charge and chirality, and
manipulation of PNA backbone ﬂexibility provide opportu-
nities to increase solubility and bioavailability, and to im-
prove selective binding to DNA targets. PNA binding to
double-stranded DNA is effectively kinetically controlled
(21), and the decrease in the magnitudes of association rate
constants with increase in salt concentration (22–24) makes
binding inhibition at physiological ionic strength a potential
obstacle to in vivo applications. Marked improvements in
binding rates at elevated ionic strengths obtained with bis-
PNAs carrying positive charge either within the interchain
linker or in the N- and C-terminal peptide tail sections
(25,26) suggest that the judicious placement of charged
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groups on the aeg PNA backbone proper could similarly
increase binding rates under physiological conditions with-
out loss of sequence selectivity. The inherent ﬂexibility of
the prototype aeg PNA design (27–30), and the attendant
entropy losses incurred upon binding to DNA, have at the
same time prompted the search for conformationally con-
strained backbone skeletons that are preorganized so as to
favor complex formation. Many strategies have focused on
the covalent integration of (chiral) cyclic ring systems in
designs that conform to the guiding principle of maintaining
the base separation from and along the backbone by the same
numbers of bonds as in DNA (see 20,31–33 for review and
recent advances). In principle, rigidity may also be conferred
without the creation of covalent cyclic structures by the
attachment of one or more chemical substituents at pro-chiral
carbon centers in the aeg PNA backbone (see Fig. 1). Much
interest has been shown in the improved solubility and
modiﬁed hybridization properties toward single-stranded
DNA of PNA variants carrying positively charged chiral
N-(2-aminoethyl) D-lysine units (34–37). A recent crystal-
lographic study of an anti-parallel mixed-sequence PNA-
DNA decamer heteroduplex, comprising a three-residue unit
D-lysine ‘‘chiral box’’, provides evidence that increased
polyamide backbone conformational rigidity can be obtained
through the introduction of chiral centers (38).
The availability of experimentally determined structures
of PNA complexes provides a rich knowledge base for the
rational design of conformationally restricted chiral PNA
analogs bearing functional groups. Experimental studies of
PNA complexes have thus far revealed the existence of
two distinct morphological helix forms. Crystal structures of
the D-lysine-based PNA-DNA heteroduplex (38), a homo-
pyrimidine PNADNA-PNA (pypu-py) triplex (39), and
four mixed (pu/py) sequence self-complementary PNA-PNA
duplexes (40–43) all possess an unusual low-twist angle
helical morphology, known as the P-form. These under-
wound structures are characterized by 16-fold (or 18-fold)
helical repeats, according to whether (or not) a partner
Watson-Crick DNA strand is present, and a pronounced
displacement of the bases from the helix axis. In contrast to
the P-form helices, which have average (local) twist angle
values in the range 19–23, antiparallel mixed-sequence
heteroduplex aeg PNA-DNA octamer (44) and aeg PNA-
RNA hexamer (27) NMR solution structures have signiﬁ-
cantly higher average (local) helix twist angles of 28 and
30, respectively. Although the C29-endo sugar puckering
observed in the aeg PNA-DNA duplex is more typical of a
B-form helix, both heteroduplexes adopt similar A-like
helical topologies, with displacement of inclined Watson-
Crick basepairs toward the minor groove.
We have previously reported that helix morphology exerts
a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on PNA backbone conformation and
ﬂexibility (45). The largest conformational variation is ob-
served experimentally in rotations around the two bonds
ﬂanking the backbone secondary amide at junctions connect-
ing residues at positions (i) and (i 1 1) in the PNA chain,
described by the e(i) and a(i11) dihedral angles (see Fig. 1).
Values of e(i) and a(i11) were shown to be highly correlated
over certain ranges, providing the basis for a PNA backbone
conformation classiﬁcation scheme. Most notably from a
design perspective, it was found that preferred Watson-Crick
PNA backbone conformations in P-form helical structures
differ from those in A-like helices, possibly due in part to
differential solvation effects in the minor groove. These
ﬁndings suggest that, in addition to restricting conforma-
tional ﬂexibility, the incorporation of bulky and/or charged
groups to the PNA backbone could be used to control the
basepair stacking pattern through the selective stabilization
of backbone conformers associated with a particular helical
form. This thesis is supported by the existence of the
D-lysine based PNA-DNA duplex as a P-form helix, rather
than an A-like helical structure, although the possibility of the
difference in helix morphology compared to the aeg PNA-
DNA duplex studied by NMR (44) being the result of crystal
packing, strand length difference and/or base sequence ef-
fects cannot as yet be completely ruled out (38). Conversely,
a L-arginine based PNA T10 decamer was observed to bind a
complementary DNA A10 sequence with 1:1 stoichiometry,
rather than as a 2:1 (PNADNA-PNA) triplex as does its aeg
PNA T10 counterpart (46). Notwithstanding the role of
electrostatic effects or steric hindrance of Hoogsteen strand
binding by the L-arginine side chain, a plausible explanation
for this change in binding stoichiometry may be an inability
of the 2-aminoethyl-L-arginine backbone to adopt confor-
mations compatible with a P-form helix.
It is with this design philosophy in mind that we present
here a structural analysis of the spatial orientation prefer-
ences of the backbone amide NH and .C¼O groups at
residue junctions in experimental structures of PNA com-
plexes, classiﬁed according to backbone conformation.
Ambiguities concerning the controversial participation of
(i 1 1) backbone NH groups in hydrogen bonding
FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of a PNA residue junction with
atom and dihedral angle nomenclature. Chiral PNA analogs based on
D-aminoethylamino acid units carry side-chain (R) replacements of the pro-
R hydrogen in the glycine moiety of the prototype (aeg) design.
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interactions with the carbonyl oxygen of the backbone-base
linker at the preceding residue position (i), as proposed by
Bruice and co-workers (47,48) but otherwise widely refuted
(see, for example, 27,41,44,49), have been clariﬁed using an
operational deﬁnition of a hydrogen bond routinely em-
ployed in the classiﬁcation of protein secondary structure
(50,51). We have investigated the energetic and the struc-
tural changes involved in the binding of a water molecule to
an O2 base atom in a model symmetry-restrained PNA
thymine dimer (pTT) system using quantum chemical
methods. Collectively the results are consistent with bound
water molecules in the minor groove playing a structurally
more important role in the stabilization of Watson-Crick
PNA backbone conformation in aeg PNA P-form structures
than in A-like hybrid double helices, where a tendency to
form weak (i 1 1)/(i) interresidue hydrogen bonds of less
than ideal geometry is evident in at least two PNA
conformation classes. Our ﬁndings shed light on conﬂicting
results obtained in molecular dynamics simulations of sol-
vated aeg PNA-DNA duplexes (49,52).
In another series of quantum chemical calculations on a
structurally modiﬁed pTT junctions, in which the pro-R
hydrogen of the aeg PNA CA atom is replaced by aliphatic
chains carrying positive charge (see Fig. 1), we exploit the
symmetry-restrained dimer as a model with which to inves-
tigate local backbone preorganization. In contrast to the aeg
PNA junction, the P-form backbone conformation common
to the D-lysine ‘‘chiral box’’ and the PNADNA-PNA tri-
plex can be identiﬁed at minima on the chiral dimer potential
energy surfaces. Shortening of the D-lysine aliphatic chain
allows direct electrostatic interaction with the PNA back-
bone carbonyl oxygen in this conformation, suggesting that
the introduction of chiral PNA analogs based on either
3-amino-D-alanine or 4-aza-D-leucine should also favor
P-form helix formation.
We concludewith a proposal that conformationally restricted
structural modiﬁcations preferentially stabilizing P-form
helices could be exploited to promote PNADNA-PNA tri-
plex formation, and in particular to target mixed-sequence
double-stranded DNA via triplex invasion mechanisms using
small bases and other functional groups, rather than large
heterocycles, attached to Hoogsteen strand carbonyl linkers
to recognize DNA pyrimidine bases in the major groove.
Quantum chemical modeling methods are used in support of
candidate PNA Hoogsteen strand designs.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
PNA residue junction conformer database
The database, comprising a total of 207 nonredundant PNA residue junction
atom sets, was compiled from eight experimental structures of PNA
complexes in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (53). Of these, 50 and 56 atom
sets were, respectively, extracted from NMR solution structures of A-like
mixed (py-pu) sequence PNA-RNA (PDB code 176D; (27)) and PNA-DNA
(PDB code 1PDT; (44)) heterodimers. For comparative purposes, we also
included data sets obtained by constrained energy minimization of the NMR
models with PNA base atoms and all atoms of the nucleic acid strands held
ﬁxed (see Topham and Smith (45)). The remaining atom sets were culled
from PNA strands in P-form x-ray crystal structures of a PNADNA-PNA
triplex (PDB code, 1PNN (32 sets); (39)), a mixed-sequence PNA-DNA
heteroduplex, comprising a three-residue unit D-lysine ‘‘chiral box’’ (PDB
code, 1NR8 (9 sets); (38)), and four self-complementary right-handed ho-
moduplexes (PDB codes, 1PUP (16 sets), (40); 1QPY (28 sets), (41); 1HZS
(10 sets), (42); 1RRU (6 sets), (43)). Hydrogen atoms were added to the
Protein Data Bank crystal structures using the HBUILD (54) facility in
CHARMM (55), before energy minimization with all heavy atoms held
ﬁxed. PNA force ﬁeld parameters were abstracted from the distributed all-
atom CHARMM22 nucleic acid (56) and protein (57) sets, supplemented as
previously reported (45).
Structural analysis of PNA residue junctions
Analysis of (a, b, g, d, e, and v) backbone and (x1, x2, and x3) backbone-
base linker dihedral angles in the residue junction database was carried out
according to the contiguous atom quartet deﬁnitions given previously (45).
A fæ(i), b(i), g(i), d(i), b(i11), g(i11), d(i11)g dihedral domain vector was
deﬁned at each junction between adjacent residue positions (i) and (i1 1) in
the PNA chains, where æ(i) is given by a(i11) 1 e(i). We refer to æ as the
coupling constant. Negative-signed values of æ in the range (150 . æ $
0) are assigned to the fæg domain, positive-signed values in the range (0
. æ $ 150) are classed as fæ1g, and values in the range (150 . æ $
210) are assigned to the fæ-transg domain. b-domains are, respectively,
categorized as fg1g, ftransg or fgg for angles in the range (0 $ b ,
120), (120$ b, 210) or (210 $ b, 360). The g and d dihedrals are
either assigned to the f190g domain for angle values falling in the range
(0$ (g, d), 180), or the f90g domain for angles in the range (180$
(g, d) , 360). The orientation of the carbonyl group of the PNA backbone
secondary amide bond was measured using the pseudodihedral angle (n)
introduced by the Orozco and Laughton groups (49). Recast in terms of the
atom nomenclature used previously (39,45), and retained here (see Fig. 1), n
is deﬁned at the ith residue position (n(i)) by the atom quartet, CF(i)–NB(i)–
C(i)–O(i).
Our PNA residue junction classiﬁcation scheme allows for the coarse
classiﬁcation of conformers according to the fæg domain occupied, and
assignment to a particular subset or class according to the ﬂanking fb, g, dg
torsion angle domain combination (45). Hierarchic ﬂanking angle domain
pattern searches are now more robustly conducted by the ordered
examination of the four-component fg(i), d(i), b(i11), g(i11)g and fd(i),
b(i11), g(i11), d(i11)g vectors, before consideration of the fb(i), g(i), d(i)g and
fd(i11), b(i11), g(i11)g three-component vectors. Seven conformational
classes are currently recognized (Table 1). It should be noted that all values
of g and d were inadvertently systematically interchanged in our earlier
analysis of PNA conformational preferences (45), and the fæ, b, g, dg
vector deﬁning the (æ1)-b-trans conformational class is accordingly
redeﬁned in Table 1 as fæ1, trans,190, 90g. Three residue conformers
in the 1PDT data set, previously assigned as (æ1)-b-g, are now reclassiﬁed
as (æ1)-b-trans, and one residue junction in the 1PUP data set, previously
annotated (æ)-P, is more appropriately considered as a member of a newly
recognized class, (æ-trans)-P, uniquely observed in PNA-PNA duplexes.
Structurally, these conformers resemble (æ)-P conformers, with compen-
satory shifts in values b, d, and e(i) dihedral angles permitting minor groove
water bridging between the base and the backbone NH(i11) group to be
maintained. A statistical analysis of backbone dihedral angle values in all
seven conformational classes is presented in Table 2.
Electrostatic interaction energies between the backbone-base linker
carbonyl group (.CE(i) ¼ OE(i)) at residue position i and the backbone
NH(i11) group at residue position i 1 1 were calculated according to the
Kabsch and Sander interatomic distance formula (50). An interresidue
hydrogen bond was considered to exist when the interaction energy was
,0.5 kcal mol1. The generous cutoff proposed by the authors allows for
bifurcated hydrogen bonds and errors in coordinates.
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Ab initio quantum chemical calculations on model
PNA thymine dimers
Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations on a model PNA thymine dimer (pTT)
system, with hydrogen atoms in place of the terminal NH and .C¼O
groups, were performed using GAUSSIAN 94 (58) or 98 (59). Geometry
optimizations were carried out using either the 6-31G* or 3-21G* basis set
as reported in Table 3. HF/6-31G* provides a sufﬁciently high level of
quantum chemical theory appropriate for the calculation of hydrogen bond-
ing properties and water binding interaction energies in small stable systems
(56,60,61). Input geometries were speciﬁed as a Z-matrix, and symmetry
restraints applied to chemically equivalent bond lengths, valence bond
angles, and dihedral angles in the two residue units. Dimer conﬁgurations
existing at (local) energy minima in regions of dihedral angle space charac-
teristic of the main P-form and A-like conformer classes were identiﬁed from
geometry optimizations in the absence of constraints using starting internal
coordinate values obtained from analyses of experimental structures. Other
conformers in a given class were then generated by the application of a
constraint to ﬁx a to a selected value within the experimentally observed
range. Initial values for e were calculated from the æ coupling constant. In
cases such as the (æ)-P reference model 1.2 (Table 3), where it was nec-
essary to ensure the integrity of a/e dihedral angle coupling, a constraint was
applied on the pseudodihedral angle n without directly ﬁxing either a or e.
High-occupancy solvent binding in the minor groove was modeled in the
dimer systems by optimization of the interaction of a water molecule with
the O2 thymine base atom of the ﬁrst (N-terminal) residue unit. In these
calculations, water molecule (HW-OW) bond length and (HW-OW-HW)
bond angle values were constrained to TIP3P reference values (62). Dimer
geometries were either held ﬁxed to their optimized conﬁgurations, deter-
mined in the absence of the water molecule, or a full optimization of the
dimer-water complex performed (with dimer symmetry restraints) to explore
induced conformational changes. Default convergence criteria were satisﬁed
in all cases. All reported energy differences were determined from (Møller-
Plesset) MP2 single point energy calculations on the HF/6-31G* optimized
geometries, allowing for a more accurate treatment of electron correlation
effects than afforded by Hartree-Fock theory.
Comparison of base stacking patterns in modeled
residue junctions and experimental structures
Intrastrand base stacking patterns in four representative PNA-containing
experimental structures, the standard A80 and B80 DNA ﬁber conforma-
tions, and the pTT model dimers were compared in a pairwise manner using
(averaged) root mean square distance (RMSD) values, calculated over the
(12) heavy ring atoms of stacked py/py bases (see Supplementary Material,
Table S1). A total of 20 stacked py/py base atom sets were culled from
(Watson-Crick) PNA strands in the 176D (chain A, 10 models) Protein Data
Bank (PDB) structure, and 16 from each from the 1PDT (chain B, 8 models)
and 1PNN (chains A and C) coordinate sets. None of the four experimental
PNA-PNA homoduplex structures contains stacked py/py bases, and 10
stacked py/py base atom sets were generated by reconstruction of chains A
and B in the 1PUP PDB structure as polypyrimidine strands using JUMNA
(63,64). Helicoidal parameters were calculated using a CURVES (65,66)
analysis of the original coordinates. Canonical A80 and B80 AT duplex
structures were generated using JUMNA and the helicoidal parameter sets
TABLE 1 Geometric criteria for PNA backbone conformation classiﬁcation
Helix Morphology Conformational Class æ b g d Other Conditions
P-form (æ)-P fæg g1 190 190 180 $ a(i11) , 360
P-form (æ)-Pminor fæg g1 190 190 0 $ a(i11) , 180
P-form (æ-trans)-P fæ-transg g1 190 190
A-like (æ)-b-g1 fæg g1 190 190
A-like (æ-trans)-b-g1 fæ-transg g1 190 190
A-like (æ1)-b-trans fæ1g trans 190 90
A-like (æ1)-b-g fæ1g g 90 90
TABLE 2 Statistical analysis of selected (pseudo-) dihedral angle values in seven conformational classes of PNA residue junction
in experimental structures
Helix
morphology
Conformational
class
Median
æ ()
Average
a(i11) ()
Average e(i)
()
Average
n(i) ()
Median
a(i11)1n(i) ()
Median
b ()
Median
g ()
Median
d () n (%)
P-form (æ)-P 116 109 6 9.0 8 6 10.7 1118 6 15.7 111 169 169 190 67 66.3
(æ)-Pminor 127 175 6 10.1 1156 6 11.6 56 6 11.7 119 167 169 189 25 24.8
(æ-trans)-P 162 109 6 11.2 54 6 14.1 181 6 8.3 29 195 174 1120 7 6.9
Others 2 2.0
Total 101 100
A-like (æ)-b-g1 114 1168 6 14.5 179 6 10.4 131 6 18.4 137 169 183 175 35 33.0
(æ-trans)-b-g1 163 139 6 14.2 41 6 38.7 1114 6 43.1 14 1113 188 1129 5 4.7
(æ1)-b-trans 1117 1116 6 65.5 4 6 80.0 166 6 84.5 41 1148 191 143 20 18.9
(æ1)-b-g 1121 1150 6 54.2 42 6 66.0 176 6 69.8 36 138 77 118 8 7.6
Unclassiﬁed 38 35.8
Total 106 100
Conformational classes were assigned to residue junctions in the database according to the fæg domain occupied and hierarchic searches of ﬂanking
backbone fb, g, dg torsion angle domain vector patterns as described in the Computational Methods section. The total number of residue junctions in each
class is indicated by n. Analysis of the A-like heteroduplexes was performed on the original NMR solution data. Contiguous bonded atom quartet deﬁnitions
of a, b, g, d, and e dihedral angles (see Fig. 1) are as given previously (45). The (i/i 1 1) residue junction pseudodihedral angle (æ) is deﬁned as the sum of
the e(i) and a(i11) dihedral angle values. The n(i) pseudodihedral angle, introduced by Soliva et al. (49) to describe the orientation of the carbonyl group of the
PNA backbone secondary amide bond, is deﬁned at the ith residue position by the atom quartet, CF(–NB(i)–C(i)–O(i).
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tabulated by Lavery et al. (64). Base stacking patterns were compared using
principal coordinates analysis (classical scaling) techniques (67). RMSD
values were loaded into a (n 3 n) distance (dissimilarity) matrix, and the
elements normalized in a driver routine before analysis using the CMDS
Fortran77 subroutine (http://astro.u-strasbg.fr/;fmurtagh//mda-sw/). The
program outputs the (n  1) eigenvalues, and projections of the base
stacking pattern on the ﬁrst seven principal components for plotting.
Quantum chemical modeling of interactions
between Hoogsteen strand PNA analog
derivative model compounds and
pyrimidine bases
Geometric interactions of proposed functional groups with DNA pyrimidine
bases in the major groove (see Fig. 2) were investigated using quantum
chemical techniques and spatial constraints derived from the 1PNN (py
pu-py) PNADNA-PNA triplex x-ray crystal structure (39). Calculations
were performed using the (May, 2004) GAMESS (68) implementation
of the B3LYP hybrid Hartree-Fock/density functional method and the
6–31111G(d,p) basis set. The model systems (Fig. 9) comprised a pyrim-
idine base and N,N-dimethyl substituted alkyl amide derivatives of the
functional group: (A) isopropyl (CH(CH3)2) to target the thymine 5-methyl
atom, and (B) imidazolyl (attached at the N1 position) or (C) isoxazolyl
(attached at the C5 position) to hydrogen bond with cytosine. Six spatial
constraints (three dihedral angles, two angles, and one distance) were
imposed between the C5 and C6 atoms of the target pyrimidine base and
atom positions in the model compounds analogous to the PNA backbone
CA, NB, and CG atoms (Fig. 2). Pyrimidine base coordinates were obtained
by conversion of the 1PNN polypurine DNA chains using JUMNA (63,64).
Helicoidal parameters were calculated from a CURVES (65,66) analysis of
the heterotriplex. Spatial constraints were derived from centrally positioned
representative pT20dA5 and pT18dA3 PNADNA duplets (chains C and
D), remote from the out-swinging Hoogsteen pC16 base in PNA chain A of
the other triplex in the asymmetric unit. To take co-ordinate error into
account, the CA, NB, and CG atom positions were not taken directly from
the original 1PNN data, but from coordinates obtained by superposition of all
heavy atoms in a HF/6-31G* geometry-optimized N,N-dimethyl thymine-1-
acetamide model structure, built in the same conformation as the experi-
mental PNA residue unit using dihedral angle constraints.
Strain energy in the model compounds in the pyrimidine base complexes
was calculated from energy differences with respect to the fully geometry-
optimized conformation of the isolated molecule in the absence of con-
straints. Calculations of atomic solvent-accessible surface area were carried
out using NACCESS version 2.1.1 (69), a probe size of 1.4 A˚, and the
program default van der Waals radii of Chothia and co-workers for common
chemical atom types. Basepair propeller and buckle parameters in the com-
plexes of the azolyl derivatives with cytosine were calculated using CURVES
(65,66) with a guanine base in place of the azole bases. Superposition was
performed using the following ring atom mappings to guanine N9, C4, C5,
N7, and C8 positions: N1, C2, N3, C4, C5 (imidazole); C5, O1, N2, C3, C4
(isoxazole).
TABLE 3 Structural analysis of geometry-optimized quantum chemical PNA thymine dimer models
Model R* Basis set H2O
y æ () a () e () n () v () b () g () d () x1 () x2 () x3 () k1 ()
1.1 H 6-31G*  116.4 97.5 18.8 108.7z 166.6 71.3 72.4 108.1 2.3 164.7 78.5 –
1.2 H 6-31G* 1 117.5 99.3 18.2 108.7z 167.0 71.8 73.6 101.4 3.3 174.2 85.4 –
1.3 H 6-31G* 1 89.6 110.8 21.2 158.7 178.9 58.0 71.6 72.1 2.9 179.3 85.5 –
1.4 H 6-31G*  79.4 104.6 25.2 173.9 177.5 58.5 76.4 82.8 2.2 166.5 74.7 –
2.1 H 6-31G*  108.2 91.7 160.1 57.9 172.9 60.8 76.0 85.6 8.6 179.0 80.0 –
2.2 H 6-31G* 1 105.0 101.7 153.3 59.1 176.4 60.3 76.4 101.4 3.9 178.7 82.9 –
2.3 H 6-31G* 1 99.8 107.2 153.0 60.7 176.8 57.7 77.5 92.5 5.3 179.6 80.7 –
2.4 H 6-31G*  106.6 101.8 151.6 61.6 178.3 61.0 77.8 93.6 7.0 179.2 84.3
3.1 H 6-31G*  113.3 145.0z 101.7 100.6 174.9 64.8 77.0 83.2 4.3 179.4 81.4 –
3.2 H 6-31G*  111.3 155.9 92.8 106.7 174.4 63.6 76.5 81.9 5.0 179.9 82.1 –
3.3 H 6-31G* 1 115.0 155.9z 89.1 113.1 169.7 62.8 75.0 77.0 11.1 173.6 88.5 –
3.4 H 6-31G*  107.4 168.2z 84.4 113.1 175.0 61.8 75.8 80.9 5.6 179.3 82.1 –
3.5 H 6-31G* 1 109.0 168.2z 82.8 119.7 170.6 57.7 71.2 73.0 13.3 171.8 86.3 –
3.6 H 6-31G*  102.4 180.0z 77.6 119.2 176.0 59.9 75.1 80.6 5.4 178.9 81.2 –
3.7 H 6-31G*  96.6 167.0z 70.4 126.6 177.4 58.4 74.7 81.2 4.5 179.4 80.3 –
3.8 H 6-31G*  91.2 154.0z 62.8 136.2 178.6 58.2 74.9 82.6 2.7 178.7 79.2 –
4.1 ðCH2Þ4NH13 3-21G*  131.2 111.3 19.9 119.4 161.5 82.9 100.2 91.7 20.2 134.5 60.3 59.8
4.2 ðCH2Þ4NH13 3-21G* 1 136.2 115.0 21.2 120.9 163.8 86.5 91.2 102.6 5.9 177.8 82.8 58.5
4.3 ðCH2Þ4NH13 3-21G*  113.8 168.2z 78.0 104.7 163.4 70.5 86.8 86.1 13.9 178.1 69.7 53.3
5.1 CH2NH13 3-21G*  102.5 99.9 2.6 157.5 167.8 69.5 92.3 102.3 9.1 160.5 65.9 65.1
5.2 CH2NH13 3-21G* 1 125.4 94.4 30.1 113.1 168.4 80.4 83.7 103.4 9.4 174.0 81.8 62.5
5.3 CH2NH13 3-21G*  108.3 103.1 5.1 151.9 168.2 71.8 81.2 114.4 16.5 158.9 65.2 168.1
5.4 CH2NH13 3-21G* 1 124.2 97.2 27.0 119.0 169.0 80.0 73.2 113.4 0.1 174.0 75.0 175.1
5.5 CH2NH13 6-31G* 1 130.8 103.7 27.0 115.8 164.0 81.9 78.1 110.3 4.3 171.5 79.6 170.7
6.1 CH2(CH3)2NH1 3-21G* 1 125.7 97.3 28.4 114.4 167.8 80.0 84.9 100.8 10.3 174.7 83.3 58.9
6.2 CH2(CH3)2NH1 3-21G* 1 125.0 98.2 26.8 119.5 168.7 80.8 73.6 113.3 0.3 174.4 75.2 177.3
Geometry optimizations of symmetry-restrained pTT dimer systems were performed using the indicated basis set as described in the Computational Methods
section. Atom quartet deﬁnitions of (a, b, g, d, e, and v) backbone and (x1, x2, and x3) backbone-base linker dihedral angles (see Fig. 1) are those given
previously (45). Pseudodihedral angles (æ) and n are deﬁned in the legend to Table 2. The k1 side-chain dihedral angle refers to rotation around the CA – Cb
bond in cationic D-amino acid-based chiral pTT dimer analogues, and is deﬁned by the atom quartet NB(i) – CA(i) – C
b
(i) – X
g
(i), where X is carbon in
analogues in which the prototype glycine moiety is replaced by D-lysine, and nitrogen in analogues based on 3-amino-D-alanine or 4-aza-D-leucine.
*pro-R substituent at the CA atom (see Fig. 1).
yGeometry optimizations carried out in the presence (1) or absence () of a water molecule targeted to the O2 atom of the N-terminal thymine base.
zValues of a or n held ﬁxed during geometry optimization.
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RESULTS
Inﬂuence of a/e dihedral angle coupling on PNA
backbone carbonyl group orientation
Our previous work drew attention to the existence of coupled
rotations around the twobondsﬂanking the backbone secondary
amide at junctions connecting residues at positions (i) and (i1 1)
in the PNAchain, described by the e(i) anda(i11) dihedral angles
(45). Coupling of these dihedral angles operates over relatively
short ranges of values characteristic of the conformer class. Fig.
3 shows that values of the pseudodihedral angle n(i), describing
the orientation of the carbonyl group of the PNA backbone
secondary amide bond at residue positions (i), correlate closely
with values of a(i11) in the seven conformational classes
identiﬁed in experimental structures. The correlations indicate
that coupled change ina(i11) and e(i) exerts a direct effect on the
orientation of the secondary amide carbonyl group.
Backbone carbonyl group orientation
accommodates minor groove water binding in
P-form structures
The (æ)-P conformer is present in all PNA chains of P-form
crystal structures. All the experimental (æ)-P residue junc-
tion n(i) data fall within the so-called ‘‘forward’’ n domain
(Fig. 3), deﬁned by Soliva et al. (49) for PNA residue units
with backbone carbonyl groups pointing toward the helix C
terminus, corresponding to values of n in the range 120 6
90. This geometric arrangement allows the backbone NH
group at the next (ith 1 1) residue position of Watson-Crick
PNA chains to interact with pyrimidine O2(i) or purine N3(i)
base atoms via the intermediary of a bound water molecule in
the minor groove. The modeled (æ)-P pTT dimer junction
(1.2) shown in Fig. 4 A was minimized in the presence of a
bridging water molecule with n held ﬁxed at the average
value of 108.7 (611.8) for (16) residue junctions in
Watson-Crick PNA chains of the PNADNA-PNA triplex
x-ray diffraction structure (39). Base stacking in the quantum
chemical model is similar to that in the homopyrimidine
Watson-Crick chains of the 1PNN coordinate set, with an
average RMSD value of 0.35 A˚ for the ring atoms.
In contrast to the (æ)-P conformation, the backbone
carbonyl group points in the opposite direction in (æ-)-Pminor
residue junctions. Experimental n(i) data for (æ
)-Pminor
residue junctions all lie within the ‘‘backward’’ domain,
covering the n angle range 60 6 90. This type of P-form
residue junction geometry is found in the four PNA-PNA
duplexes and the ﬁrst two junctions at the N-terminus of the
mixed-sequence PNA-DNA decamer, carrying a centrally
positioned three-residue unit D-lysine ‘‘chiral box’’ (38). The
orientation of the carbonyl group in the experimental struc-
tures supports minor groove water bridging with pyrimidine
O2 or purine N3 base atoms in the same PNA residue. The
geometry-optimized reference model (2.1) of an (æ)-Pminor
pTT residue junction (Fig. 4 C) exists at an energy minimum
on the pTTenergy surface. Thevalue ofn in the dimermodel is
57.9, in close agreement with an average value of56 for
experimental data. Base stacking in model 2.1 most closely
resembles stacking in the 1PUP PNA-PNA data set, the
average RMSD being 0.40 A˚ for the ring atoms.
Backbone carbonyl group orientation in A-like
heteroduplexes associated with nonideal
interresidue hydrogen bonding
The (æ)-b-g1 class is the most populated of the four
conformational classes observed in A-like PNA-DNA and
FIGURE 2 Proposed tandem use of conformationally
restricted PNA and small Hoogsteen strand functionalities
to target DNA pyrimidine bases via triplex formation. (A)
Solvent shielding of thymine 5-methyl group by an
isopropyl group. (B) Major groove recognition of cytosine
by an isoxazole base. Watson-Crick PNA strand chiral
PNA analogs based on 3-amino-D-alanine (A) or 4-aza-D-
leucine (B) may promote P-form helix formation.
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PNA-RNA heteroduplex helices studied by NMR. Average
values of n(i), a(i11), and e(i) for this class are ;90 out of
phase with respect to corresponding values in (æ)-P and
(æ)-Pminor residue junctions. The range of values of n(i) in
the experimental structures (200–260) straddles the bound-
ary at 210 (150) separating the ‘‘forward’’ and ‘‘back-
ward’’ n domains. The backbone carbonyl group in
these conformers points toward the solvent, allowing the
FIGURE 3 Dependence of PNA polyamide backbone
carbonyl group orientation on the } dihedral angle at
residue junctions in experimental structures. Plots of the
pseudodihedral angle n(i) at the i
th PNA residue unit
versus the a(i11) dihedral angle at the following residue
position are shown. Dihedral angle pairs from four
conformers identiﬁed in PNA strands in A-like aeg PNA-
RNA (PDB code 176D, n) and aeg PNA-DNA (1PDT,
h) helical structures are plotted in panels on the left-hand
side. Data for three PNA conformer classes in P-form
structures are shown in panels on the right-hand side:
1PNN homopyrimidine PNADNA-PNA triplex
(Watson Crick, d, and Hoogsteen strands, O); 1PUP
(D), 1HZS (:), 1QPY (;), and 1RRU (=) self-
complementary PNA-PNA homoduplexes; 1NR8 (¤)
PNA-DNA heteroduplex comprising a three-residue
D-lysine ‘‘chiral box’’. Further details concerning the
origins of the data are given in the Computational
Methods section. The ‘‘forward’’ and ‘‘backward’’
pseudodihedral angle domains, describing 180 rotations
of the PNA backbone carbonyl oxygen (O) atom around
the NB-C vector with respect to the CF atom, deﬁned by
Soliva et al. (49), are, respectively, indicated as gray
shaded and unshaded areas, centered at values of n of
120 and 60 (300). Solid line ﬁts to the angle data
were constructed from median estimates of (a(i11)1 n(i))
given in Table 2. Regression analysis of n(i) on a(i11)
yielded a r2 (coefﬁcient of determination) value of 0.95
(n ¼ 125) for combined (classiﬁed) data in the fæg
domain, and respective r2 values of 0.71 (n ¼ 12) and
0.83 (n ¼ 28) for data in the fæ-transg and fæ1g
domains. Corresponding r2 values obtained from regres-
sion analysis of e(i) on a(i11) are 0.97 (n ¼ 127), 0.43
(n ¼ 12), and 0.91 (n ¼ 28), respectively.
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backbone NH group of the next residue unit in the chain
to interact with the backbone-base carbonyl (OE) oxygen,
as exempliﬁed in the geometry-optimized model (3.2) of
an (æ-)-b-g1 junction shown in Fig. 4 B. The dimer exists
in a local energy minimum, with an a-value of 156 and a
n-value of 107 (253), as compared to respective aver-
age a(i11) and n(i) values of 168 and 131 (229) for
(æ)-b-g1 conformers in A-like experimental structures. The
OE(i)–HN(i11) distance (2.59 A˚) and OE(i)–HN(i11)–N(i11)
angle (116.0) in this model are close to respective aver-
age experimental values of 2.81 6 0.39 A˚ and 127 6 9
for (æ)-b-g1 conformers. While base stacking in model
3.2 is not particularly A-like, it being most similar to that
of the 1PNN structure with an average RMSD value of
0.41 A˚, a shift away from the 1PUP PNA-PNA homodu-
plex stacking pattern, relative to stacking in the 1.2 and
2.1 P-form reference model residue junctions, is neverthe-
less evident from the principal coordinates analysis in
Fig. 5 A.
The chemical shifts and solvent exchange properties of
HN(i11) amide protons in the PNA-RNA (27) and PNA-
DNA (44) duplexes appear to contradict the existence of
interresidue hydrogen bonds (70). Indeed, respective average
OE(i)–HN(i11) distances of 2.81 (60.39) A˚ and 2.69 (60.51)
A˚ for (æ)-b-g1 and pooled (æ1)-b-trans and (æ1)-b-g
residue junctions in the NMR solution structures are longer
than the 2.5-A˚ limit often employed in standard deﬁnitions of
hydrogen bonding (71,72). An analysis of the dependence of
the electrostatic interaction energy (EelecHB ) of the.CE(i)¼OE(i)
and NH(i11) groups, as a convenient single-parameter de-
scription of hydrogen bond quality, on the n(i) pseudodihe-
dral angle in the (æ-)-b-g1 and pooled (æ1) residue junction
sets is shown in Fig. 6. The results show sharp minima in
EelecHB as n(i) approaches ;240 (120) in (æ)-b-g1 con-
former junctions, or alternatively as n(i) tends to ;120 in
(æ1)-b-trans and (æ1)-b-g conformers that posses d di-
hedral angles in the 90 domain. According to the Kabsch
and Sander (50) formula, a good hydrogen bond should have
an electrostatic interaction energy of ;3 kcal mol1. Only
in data obtained by constrained in vacuo molecular mechan-
ics energy minimization (panels B and D) do EelecHB values
approach this limit. The raw solution data (panels A and C)
do not support the existence of ideal interresidue hydrogen
bonding.
The energetics of interresidue hydrogen bonding was
further investigated in (æ)-b-g1 residue junctions in a
series of quantum chemical calculations on the pTT dimer by
varying a over the experimentally observed a(i11) range
from 145 to 206 (154). Dihedral angle values in the six
geometry-optimized models (3.1, 3.2, 3.4, and 3.6–3.8) are
reported in Table 3. Values of the æ coupling constant
remain close to the median experimental value of 114, at
least up to a-values of 180. Inspection of the relative total
energies (DE in Table 4) conﬁrms our earlier conclusions,
based on molecular mechanics calculations (45), that a/e
dihedral angle coupling in PNA chains involves little net
energy change up to limiting a-values of ;180. The
hydrogen bonding geometry and the calculated electrostatic
energy component for the (NH(i11)–O(i)¼C(i),) interac-
tion vary as a function of a (and consequently n) across the
series (Table 4). In accordance with the analysis of the raw
(æ)-b-g1 NMR data, the strength of the most favorable
calculated electrostatic interaction energy is appreciably
,3 kcal mol1 (1.61 kcal mol1). This is observed for
model 3.6 (a ¼ 180) with a n-value of 241 (119).
Regression analysis of DEelecHB on DE, with model 3.2 serving
as the reference geometry, yielded a r2 value close to zero
(0.05), implying that the weak hydrogen bonds do not
contribute signiﬁcantly to the stabilization of the (æ)-b-g1
conformation.
FIGURE 4 HF/6-31G* geometry-optimized aeg pTT dimer models of
reference PNA conformers. (A) (æ-)-P model 1.2 in the presence of a water
molecule. (B) (æ-)-b-g1 model 3.2. (C) (æ-)-Pminor model 2.1 showing the
optimized interaction geometry of a bridging water molecule, the water
oxygen lying approximately in the plane of the ﬁrst thymine base. Detailed
structural and energetic analysis of individual models can be found in
Tables 3–5. The N- to C-terminal direction is from right to left. Hydrogen
bond interactions are represented as spheres. Stereo graphics images were
prepared using SETOR (84).
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Structural and energetic analysis of base-water
molecule binding in the aeg-pTT dimer
Minor groove high-occupancy water sites and spines of hy-
dration have been observed experimentally in P-form crystal
structures (38–43) and in molecular dynamics simulations of
PNA-DNA and PNA-RNA heteroduplexes (49). Here we
have used the symmetry-restrained pTT dimer as a model
system to probe the structural and energetic inﬂuence of the
binding of a water molecule in the minor groove by quantum
chemical methods. Energy data for water molecule binding
to the O2 atom of the N-terminal base as a function of the
backbone conformation are summarized in Table 5. Varia-
tions in base-stacking patterns are represented two-dimen-
sionally in Fig. 5 as projections on the ﬁrst two components
produced by principal coordinates analysis of pairwise
RMSD data.
The (æ)-P conformer permits water bridging with the
backbone NH(i11) group, whereas neither of the NH(i11)
and .C(i)¼O(i) backbone functional groups is available in
the (æ-)-b-g1 conformer. As expected, the calculated water
interaction energy (EH2O) is higher for the (æ
)-P model 1.2
(18.5 kcal mol1) compared to that for the (æ)-b-g1
model 3.2 conformer (11.2 kcal mol1). Although each
system nominally comprises a total of two hydrogen bonds
in the presence of a water molecule, the P-form reference
(æ)-P conformer is 2.9 kcal mol1 lower in energy than
the (æ)-b-g1 junction. In contrast, the isolated (æ)-P pTT
dimer (model 1.2) is 14.3 kcal mol1 higher in energy
following removal of the water molecule than the (æ)-b-g1
conformer model 3.2, geometry-optimized in the absence of
a water molecule.
Geometry optimization of (æ)-b-g1 model 3.2 in the
presence of a water molecule targeted to the O2 atom yielded
structure 1.3. Binding incurred the rupture of the weak (i1 1)/
(i) interresidue hydrogen bond and the formation of a water
bridge with the backbone NH(i11), accompanied by a
marked transition in a from 156 to 249 (111). Holding
a ﬁxed at 156 or 168, the average a(i11) value for (æ)-
b-g1 conformers in A-like experimental structures, permitted
the retention of the interresidue hydrogen bond in structures
3.3 and 3.5, respectively, obtained by optimization of start-
ing geometries 3.2 and 3.4 in the presence of a water
molecule. In both cases water molecule binding induced
shifts in base-step stacking toward patterns in the four
PNA experimental reference structures, and in particular the
P-form 1PNN and 1PUP structures (Fig. 5 A).
The high-end a-value of 249 in model 1.3 is more
characteristic of P-form (æ)-P or (æ-trans)-P conformations
than A-like (æ)-b-g1 conformers. However, model 1.3 dis-
plays signs of a/e dihedral angle decoupling (æ¼ 90) and
has a n-value of 156 that is notably higher than respective
average n(i) values of 118 or 81 in (æ)-P or (æ-trans)-P
experimental junctions. Removal of the bound water in
model 1.3 followed by a second round of optimization led to
FIGURE 5 Principal coordinates analysis of base stacking patterns in
modeled and experimental PNA residue junctions. Scatter plots show
projections of the ﬁrst two principal components (1 and 2) for py/py base-
step RMSD data in Table S1: Panel A shows structural shifts in aeg pTT
dimer stacking patterns (open symbols) toward (solid arrows) and away
from (dashed arrows) experimental stacking patterns (n) induced by water
molecule binding to the O2 atom of the N-terminal thymine base (solid
symbols); (B) Imposition of a pseudodihedral angle constraint to clamp the
orientation of the backbone secondary amide groups in the aeg pTT dimer
results in reorganization of base-step stacking in the presence of a backbone-
base bridging water (solid arrow) closer to patterns in the P-form 1PNN
triplex crystal structure and in fully geometry-optimized cationic D-amino
acid-based chiral pTT dimer analogs. The ﬁrst two dimensions account
for 48.2% of the total variation in panel A and 52.4% in panel B. Data for
standard A80 and B80 DNA ﬁber conformations (h) are included for
reference. Geometric descriptions of annotated symmetry-restrained quan-
tum chemical dimer models are given in Table 3.
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structure 1.4, which shows even more pronounced a/e
decoupling (æ ¼ 79) and a further increase in n to 174.
The structural change for water binding (i.e., 1:4/1:3)
again involves a shift in base stacking closer to stacking
patterns in the P-form experimental reference structures, as
does the analogous 1:1/1:2 water-binding induced struc-
tural transition with n ﬁxed to 108.7 to provide for a/e
dihedral angle coupling in better agreement with experi-
mental data for triplex (æ)-P junctions (see Fig. 5 A).
Structural changes resulting from the imposition of the
pseudodihedral angle constraint in the pTT dimer, respec-
tively, incur 11.5 kcal mol1 (1:3/1:2) and 12.3 kcal
mol1 (1:4/1:1) increases in the total energy in the
presence or absence of a backbone-base bridging water
molecule. The 1:3/1:2 shift in base stacking relative to
stacking variation in the PNA experimental structures and
canonical A80 and B80 forms is highlighted in Fig. 5 B. The
constraint on n exerts a more pronounced effect on the e and
d dihedral angles than on a (Table 3). It is of note that
reorientation of the backbone amide functional groups or
shifts in base stacking closer in agreement with experimental
(æ)-P junction stacking could not be obtained by con-
straining either e or a individually.
Backbone-base water bridging in P-form (æ)-Pminor
conformers is with the .C(i)¼O(i) group. As in the case of
the (æ)-P conformer, calculated water interaction energies
of 15.3 or 14.4 kcal mol1, depending on the solvent
molecule-binding mode, are higher for the (æ)-Pminor refer-
ence dimer (model 2.1) than for the (æ)-b-g1 conformer
(EH2O ¼ 11:2 kcalmol1, model 3.2). Similarly, the isolated
FIGURE 6 Interresidue hydrogen bond electrostatic en-
ergy as a function of backbone carbonyl group orientation
in hybrid duplexes determined by NMR. Plots of the
electrostatic energy of interaction between the NH(i11)
and.CE(i)¼OE(i) groups (EelecHB ) versus the pseudodihedral
angle n(i) are shown for pooled (æ
)-b-g1 (A and B) and
(æ1)-b-trans and (æ1)-b-g (C and D) conformer sets
identiﬁed in the 176D (n) PNA-RNA and 1PDT (h) PNA-
DNA PDB coordinate sets. Raw solution data are plotted in
panels A and C. Panels B and D show data for conformers
obtained by constrained energy minimization with the
PNA bases and all atoms of the nucleic acid strands held
ﬁxed. The Kabsch and Sander (50) hydrogen bond cutoff
energy of 0.5 kcal mol1 is indicated by a horizontal
solid line. According to this deﬁnition, (i 1 1)/(i)
interresidue hydrogen bonds can be assigned to 77% (27
of 35) (æ-)-b-g1 residue junctions in A, and 86% (51/59) in
B. Hydrogen bonds are found in 39% (11/28) of the pooled
nonminimized (æ1) residue junctions (C), rising to 75%
(15/20) following energy minimization (D). No hydrogen
bonds could be attributed using the same cut off in control
calculations on 99 classiﬁed experimental P-form con-
formers (Table 2). The dotted reference line corresponds
to an ideal hydrogen bond with an electrostatic interaction
energy of -3.0 kcal mol1.
TABLE 4 Interresidue hydrogen bond geometry and energy analysis of HF/6-31G* geometry-optimized aeg pTT dimer models with
(æ)-b-g1 backbone conformations
Model
a
()
n
()
OE(i)HN(i11)
(A˚)
OE(i)N(i11)
(A˚)
OE(i)–HN(i11)–N(i11)
()
CE(i)–OE(i)–HN(i11)
()
EelecHB
(kcal mol1)
DEelecHB
(kcal mol1)
DE
(kcal mol1)
3.1 145.0 259.4 2.76 3.23 109.5 109.3 1.104 0.216 0.137
3.2 155.9 253.3 2.59 3.15 116.0 107.8 1.320 0.000 0.000
3.4 168.2 246.9 2.44 3.10 123.7 105.3 1.515 0.195 0.426
3.6 180.0 240.8 2.33 3.07 131.3 101.9 1.608 0.288 1.173
3.7 193.0 233.4 2.25 3.06 138.4 97.6 1.573 0.253 2.059
3.8 206.0 223.8 2.24 3.09 142.0 91.8 1.275 0.045 2.884
Electrostatic energies of interaction between the NH(i11) and .CE(i)¼OE(i) groups (EelecHB ) were calculated according to Kabsch and Sander (50). Relative
electrostatic interaction energies (DEelecHB ) and MP2/6-31G*//HF/6-31G* quantum chemical energy differences (DE) are reported with respect to model 3.2,
which lies at a local minimum on the energy surface. Further details of the model structures and geometry optimization protocols can be found in Table 3 and
Computational Methods.
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(æ)-Pminor conformer is of signiﬁcantly higher energy than
(æ)-b-g1 model 3.2 (DE ¼ 13:3 kcal mol1). Interaction
with a water molecule reduces this deﬁcit to 10.08 kcal
mol1 for oxygen atom binding below the plane of the target
base (u ¼ ; 90), or reverses it for more favorable
(u ¼ ;0) in-plane binding (DE ¼ 0:76 kcal mol1). Full
geometry optimization of the (æ)-Pminor reference model
2.1 in the presence of a water molecule yielded structures 2.2
and 2.3. Water molecule binding increases base-step rise and
twist, with the result that stacking in models 2.2 and 2.3
resembles experimental patterns less than the stacking in
model 2.1, as shown in Fig. 5 A. Relative to water-bound
states of model 2.1 in which binding interaction geometries
were optimized with the pTT dimer held ﬁxed, the energy
gains provided by full geometry optimization are modest:
0.59 kcal mol1 for in-base-plane binding (2:1/2:2) and
0.77 kcal mol1 for below base-plane binding (2:1/2:3).
Models 2.2 and 2.3 are most similar to model 2.4 that exists
in an unbound state at a local minimum on the energy surface
close in a/e dihedral space to model 2.1 with similar energy
(DE ¼ 10:11 kcal mol1).
Together these results indicate that minor groove water
interactions favor conformational transitions from the (æ)-
b-g1 to the (æ)-P or (æ)-Pminor states through induced
rotation of the e(i) and a(i11) dihedral angles and changes in
base stacking. However, they also underline the inherent
ﬂexibility of the prototype aeg PNA design, and in partic-
ular, the limited ability of aeg PNA to preorganize in the
(æ)-P conformation.
Intrinsic preference of D-lysine-based pTT dimer
for the P-form
Menchise et al. recently described the crystal structure of a
P-form antiparallel PNA-DNA decamer heteroduplex con-
taining a three-residue unit D-lysine ‘‘chiral box’’ in the PNA
strand (38). The ‘‘chiral box’’ (i 1 1)/(i) residue junctions,
carrying a 4-aminobutyl side chain in place of the pro-R
hydrogen of the aeg PNA glycine a-carbon (CA) atom at
positions (i ¼ 5–7), exist in the (æ)-P conformation. This
prompted us to examine whether the preference of D-lysine
based PNA for the (æ)-P conformation could be observed in
a modiﬁed dimer system (D-Lys-pTT) comprising the same
4-aminobutyl side-chain rotamer combination (i.e., k1 ;
160; k2, k3, k4 ; 180) as in the 1NR8 x-ray structure.
Using aeg-pTT models 1.3 and 1.4 as starting conﬁguration
templates, geometry optimization of the D-Lys-pTT dimer in
the presence or absence of a (NH(i11)–O2(i)) backbone-
base bridging water molecule led to models 4.2 and 4.1,
respectively. Both structures exist at energy minima with
n values of;120 in close accordwith the average of 118 for
(æ)-P conformers in experimental structures.While changes
in b, g, and d dihedral angles are evident, reorientation of the
backbone secondary amide appears to bemost directly related
to shifts of 42 and 45 in e (see Table 3). Base-stacking pat-
terns inmodels 4.2 and 4.1 are alsomore similar to stacking in
the 1PNN triplex crystal structure than are respective patterns
in the parent starting aeg-pTTmodels 1.3 and 1.4.D-Lys-pTT
model 4.2, which is shown in Fig. 7 A, has an average RMSD
value of 0.556 A˚ with respect to ring atoms in stacked
Watson-Crick strand pyrimidine bases in the 1PNN coordi-
nate set (c.f. 0.646 A˚ formodel 1.3), while that formodel 4.1 is
0.720 A˚ in the absence of a backbone-base bridging water
(c.f. 0.748 A˚ for model 1.4).
Unlike the aeg-pTT model system, no minimum on the
potential energy surface could be found for D-Lys-pTT con-
formers comprising a-values of;160 that allow interaction
between the NH(i11) and .CE(i)¼OE(i) groups in (æ)-
b-g1 residue junctions. Fig. 7 B shows D-Lys-pTT model
4.3, built using aeg-pTT model 3.4 as an initial template be-
fore geometry optimization with a held ﬁxed at 168. Large
negative base-step roll distorts stacking compared to exper-
imental structures. Removal of the constraint on a caused the
rupture of the weak (i 1 1)/(i) interresidue hydrogen bond,
and resulted in model 4.1 of substantially lower energy
(DE ¼ 19:2 kcal mol1).
Intrinsic preferences of hydrogen bond-locked
cationic D-amino acid-based pTT dimers for
the P-form
Graphical inspection of the Menchise et al. 1NR8 x-ray
structure (38) reveals that the backbone .C(i)¼O(i) group
TABLE 5 Water molecule interactions with thymine base O2
atom in symmetry-restrained aeg pTT dimer model systems
Model H2O*
DEy
pTT
(kcal mol1)
DEz
pTT 1 H2O
(kcal mol1)
u §
N1–C2–O2–OW
()
EH2O
{
(kcal mol1)
1.1  2.828 1.902 4.9 15.960
1.2 1 4.339 2.934 19.4 18.503
1.3 1 3.605 4.432 20.8 19.267
1.4  0.504 – – –
2.1  3.282 0.759 4.9 15.272
2.1  3.282 0.072 90.8 14.441
2.2 1 3.713 1.352 1.0 16.295
2.3 1 3.984 0.840 95.4 16.054
2.4  3.396 – – –
3.2  0.000 0.000 9.7 11.230
3.3 1 0.985 1.122 28.0 13.338
3.4  0.426 0.141 7.1 11.515
3.5 1 1.975 0.210 23.9 13.415
*Full HF/6-31G* geometry optimization carried out in the presence of a
water molecule (1), or partial geometry optimization of the water
interaction with the aeg pTT dimer held ﬁxed in its optimized conﬁguration
determined in the absence of the water molecule ().
yMP2/6-31G*//HF/6-31G* energy differences for isolated pTT dimers
(DE) calculated with respect to model system 3.2.
zMP2/6-31G*//HF/6-31G* energy differences for pTT-water complexes
(DE) calculated relative to the total energy of model 3.2 in the presence of a
water molecule targeted to the O2 atom of the N-terminal thymine base.
§(OW) water oxygen atom binding mode described by u dihedral angle.
{MP2/6-31G*//HF/6-31G* water interaction energies (EH2O) with aeg pTT
dimer.
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oxygen atom makes close contact with the D-lysine side-
chain g carbon atom at each of the following three (ith 1 1)
residue positions, the average interatomic separation being
3.17 6 0.10 A˚. This suggested to us the possibility of
shortening the aliphatic D-lysine side chain by the removal
of three methylene carbons allowing the protonated (i 1 1)
side-chain amino group in a PNA design based on 3-amino-
D-alanine (D-2,3-diaminopropionic acid) to hydrogen bond
with the polyamide backbone .C(i)¼O(i) carbonyl. The
interresidue (NgH13ði11Þ  OðiÞ ¼ CðiÞ,) D side-chain-
backbone hydrogen bonding is illustrated in Fig. 8 A, which
shows a symmetry-restrained 3-amino-D-Ala-pTT model
(5.2) dimer, geometry-optimized in the presence of a backbone-
base bridging water molecule. Values of æ (125) and n
(113) in model 5.2 (Table 3) are close to respective median
(116) and average (118) values for (æ)-P conformers in
experimental structures. The average stacked pyrimidine
base RMSD value of 0.503 A˚ with respect to the 1PNN
coordinate set is lower than that for the analogous D-Lys-
pTT model 4.2. Model 5.2 comprises a k1 side-chain rotamer
of ;160, deﬁned at the ith residue position by the atom
quartet NB(i) – CA(i) – C
b
(i) – N
g
(i). Rotation around the
CA – Cb bond in model 5.2 to give the trans rotamer
(i.e., k1 ; 180), followed by geometry optimization yields
model 5.4, shown in Fig. 8 B. Model system 5.4 contains
an intraresidue (NgH13ðiÞ  OðiÞ ¼ CðiÞ,) D side-chain-
backbone carbonyl hydrogen bond, and is only slightly
higher in energy than model 5.2 (DE ¼ 10:88 kcal mol1).
Values of æ (124) and n (119) in 3-amino-D-Ala-pTT
model 5.4 are again compatible with experimental (æ)-P
residue junction geometry, and the average stacked pyrim-
idine base RMSD with respect to 1PNN structure stacking is
further reduced to 0.426 A˚. In a control calculation using the
6-31G* basis set, model 5.4 geometry remained essentially
unchanged (c.f. model 5.5; Table 3). Geometry optimization
of models 5.2 and 5.4 following removal of the backbone-
base bridging water molecules, respectively, led to structures
5.1 and 5.3. In the absence of water bridging, values of n rise
respectively to 158 and 152, and the average base-step
RMSD values with respect to the 1PNN stacking show
prominent increases to 0.806 and 0.784 A˚, respectively. The
3-amino-D-Ala-pTT model system thus appears to be more
sensitive than the D-Lys-pTT dimer to the presence of a
bridging water molecule in its ability to adopt the (æ)-P
conformation.
Replacement of the 3-amino group by the bulkier charge-
delocalized dimethylamino group, in an alternative PNA de-
sign based on 4-aza-D-leucine, does not hinder the formation
FIGURE 7 HF/3-21G* geometry-optimized D-Lys-pTT dimers. (A)
Model system 4.2 exists at an energy minimum in the presence of a water
molecule with a n (pseudo-) dihedral angle of 121, characteristic of (æ)-P
conformers in experimental structures. (B) Model system 4.3 comprises an
(i 1 1)/(i) interresidue hydrogen bond formed between the -NH(i11) and
.CE(i)¼OE(i) groups, maintained by holding the a dihedral angle held ﬁxed
at 168. Other details of the model geometries are given in Tables 3 and S1.
Hydrogen bonds are depicted as spheres. Stereo graphics images were
prepared using SETOR (84).
FIGURE 8 HF/3-21G* geometry-optimized 3-amino-D-Ala-pTT dimers
in the presence of a backbone-base bridging water molecule. (A) Model
system 5.2 comprises an (i 1 1)/(i) interresidue (NgH13ði11Þ  OðiÞ ¼
CðiÞ,) D side-chain-backbone hydrogen bond to constrain the backbone. (B)
Model system 5.4 possesses an analogous intra-residue hydrogen bond.
Further geometric descriptions of these models are given in Tables 3 and S1.
Hydrogen bond interactions are represented as spheres. Stereo graphics
images were prepared using SETOR (84).
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of (i 1 1)/(i) interresidue or (i)/(i) intraresidue D side-chain-
backbone carbonyl hydrogen bonding in geometry-optimized
4-aza-D-Leu-pTT model dimers 6.1 and 6.2, which take up
similar backbone conformations and base stacking patterns
as models 5.2 and 5.4. As in the case of the 3-amino-D-Ala-
pTT dimer, the trans k1 rotamer (6.2), which provides for in-
traresidue hydrogen bonding, is of higher energy (DE ¼ 11:3
kcalmol1) than the 160 k1 rotamer (6.1).
Geometric and energetic analysis of Hoogsteen
strand PNA analog derivative model compound
interactions with pyrimidine bases
The use of small bases or abasic functional groups, rather
than large heterocycles, attached to Hoogsteen strand car-
bonyl linkers to recognize DNA pyrimidine bases in the
major groove (Fig. 2) has been investigated in model systems
using spatial constraints derived from the PNADNA-PNA
triplex x-ray crystal structure (39). B3LYP/6-31111G(d,p)
optimized interaction geometries of model compounds with
pyrimidine bases are shown in Fig. 9. Structural comparisons
of the model systems with the experimental pypu-py triplex
are summarized in Table 6.
The choice of an isopropyl group to target the thymine
5-methyl group (Fig. 9 A) was inﬂuenced by well-documented
observations of the way in which valine side chains make
speciﬁc van der Waals contacts with thymine 5-methyl
groups at protein-DNA interfaces (73–75). Solvent shielding
of the 5-methyl group rather than van der Waals interactions
largely accounts for selectivity (76). The C5M carbon is the
only thymine base atom to undergo a decrease in solvent-
accessible surface area (of 66.5%) in the complex with the
N,N-dimethyl-2-methylpropanamide. The respective ap-
proach distances of the pro-R and pro-S isopropyl methyl
carbons to the C5M atom are 3.83 and 3.94 A˚. The strain
energy in the N,N-dimethyl-2-methylpropanamide molecule
is 11.23 kcal mol1.
Imidazole- and other azole-29-deoxyribonucleosides have
been previously proposed as base analogs for binding to
pyrimidine interruptions within antiparallel pypu-py DNA
triplexes (77–79). Third strand binding of PNA in pypu-py
heterotriplexes is in the opposite sense, with the Hoogsteen
PNA amino terminus facing the 59-end of the Watson-Crick
oligonucleotide. The imidazole base N3 atom is able to
accept a hydrogen bond from the cytosine N4 in the model
complex with 2-imidazol-1-yl-N,N-dimethylacetamide (Fig.
9 B). The (cytosine) 2HN4–N3 interatomic separation is 2.32
A˚, and the N4–2HN4–N3 angle is 162. The molecular
interaction energy was calculated as 5.9 kcal mol1 with a
strain energy of 10.56 kcal mol1. The proximity of the
imidazole C2 and cytosine C5 atoms, imposed by the appli-
cation of the spatial constraints, forces the imidazole ring out
of the cytosine base plane, leaving the C2 and C5 atoms 3.62
A˚ apart. Differences of ;20 in basepair buckle (k) and
propeller twist (v) angles relative to average values in the
heterotriplex x-ray crystal structure are observed, and ring
movement is accompanied by an increase in the x3 dihedral
angle from a local minimum value of 98 to 115. Closer
agreement of the k, v, and x3 angles to experimental values
(Table 6) is found for the complex of 2-isoxazol-5-yl-N,
N-dimethylacetamide with cytosine (Fig. 9 C). Replacement
of the imidazole C2 carbon by an (O1) oxygen in isoxazole
allows a closer (cytosine) C5–O1 approach distance of 3.50
A˚, facilitated by the formation of a weak CH–O hydrogen
bond. Hydrogen bonding with the cytosine N4 amine group
is maintained: the 2HN4–N2 interatomic separation is 2.40
A˚, and the N4–2HN4–N2 angle is 168. The interaction
energy for the isoxazolyl model compound is 6.1 kcal
mol1, and the strain energy is reduced to10.19 kcal mol1.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Previously reported differences in aeg PNA backbone
conformations in P-form and A-like helical structures (45)
may provide a basis for the rational design of more rigid
chiral PNA analogs with intrinsic preferences for conforma-
tions associated with a particular helical form. Backbone
modiﬁcations preferentially stabilizing P-form helices are of
particular interest since they might be exploited to promote
PNADNA-PNA heterotriplex formation.
FIGURE 9 Spatially constrained B3LYP/6-31111G(d,p) optimized in-
teraction geometries of N,N-dimethyl substituted amide model compounds
with pyrimidine bases. (A) N,N-dimethyl-2-methylpropanamide/thymine;
(B) 2-imidazol-1-yl-N,N-dimethylacetamide/cytosine; (C) 2-isoxazol-5-yl-
N,N-dimethylacetamide/cytosine. Hydrogen bond interactions are repre-
sented as thin rods. Capped-stick and space-ﬁll graphics representations
were prepared using VMD (85).
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To better understand the origins of conformational
differences in P-form and A-like structures, we have com-
bined structural database analysis with a quantum chemical
study of model aeg PNA and cationic D-amino acid-based
chiral PNA analog (pTT) thymine dimer systems. The ap-
plication of symmetry restraints allows the dimer system to
be considered as a model of local preorganization in which
energetic contributions from interactions with bases in the
partner strand or neighboring residue units of the same strand
are ignored. Comparison of base stacking in geometry-
optimized quantum chemical models with that in experi-
mentally determined structures of PNA complexes permits
an assessment of the relative abilities of aeg PNA and chiral
analog designs to preorganize. The extent to which the e(i)
and a(i11) dihedral angles that describe rotations around the
two bonds ﬂanking the backbone amide at PNA residue
junctions are coupled provides an additional measure of
preorganization. This can be conveniently quantiﬁed by de-
partures of the coupling constant angle æ (deﬁned as: a(i11)
1 e(i)) from experimental values. Analysis presented here of
seven conformational classes in experimental structures
shows that coupled change in a(i11) and e(i) correlates with
change in the orientation of the secondary amide carbonyl
group, described by the pseudodihedral angle, n(i) (49). Since
coupled a(i11)/e(i) dihedral angle behavior operates over
speciﬁc ranges characteristic of a given conformational class,
departures of n from experimental values afford a further
means of assessing preorganization.
NMR solution structures of antiparallel mixed-sequence
aeg PNA-DNA and aeg PNA-RNA duplexes display sig-
niﬁcant polyamide backbone conformational heterogeneity,
but possess similar A-like helical morphologies. This is
evident from the principal components scatter plot shown in
Fig. 5 B in which base-step stacking patterns in the 1PDT
and 176D data sets cluster closer to the canonical A80
stacking pattern than to stacking patterns for either the B80
DNA ﬁber conformation or experimental P-form (1PNN and
1PUP) PNA structures. The most populated of the four con-
formational classes observed in A-like heteroduplex residue
junctions, we denote (æ)-b-g1. The results of a molecular
dynamics simulation by Sen and Nilsson of an explicitly
solvated antiparallel PNA-DNA decamer (52) are entirely
consistent with the preferred adoption of the (æ)-b-g1
conformation in PNA-DNA systems (45).
A notable structural feature of the (æ)-b-g1 conforma-
tion is an interresidue interaction between the backbone
secondary amide NH(i11) group and the (OE(i)) carbonyl
oxygen of the backbone-base linker. Due to the ﬂexible
nature of the PNA backbone, the geometric quality of the
(i1 1)/(i) interresidue hydrogen bonding varies according to
coupled change in the a(i11) and e(i) dihedral angles that
determines the orientation of the backbone amide functional
groups, but is poor on average. Reasonable, but less than full
strength, hydrogen bonding in (æ)-b-g1 conformers is
attained only over a relatively narrow pseudodihedral angle
range as n(i) approaches;240 (120). Nonideal hydrogen
bonding interactions between the backbone-base linker
.CE(i) ¼ OE(i) and backbone NH(i11) groups are also
found in heteroduplex (æ1)-b-trans and (æ1)-b-g residue
junctions, where limiting values of the electrostatic interac-
tion energy are reached as n(i) tends to;120. In accord with
our earlier molecular mechanics calculations on model
heteroduplexes with ﬁxed nucleobases (45), a quantum
chemical treatment of an aeg pTT dimer junction in the (æ)-
b-g1 conformation with no constraints on the base atom
positions indicated that weak hydrogen bonding is not a
primary determinant of (æ)-b-g1 conformer stability: no
correlation could be found between relative dimer energies
and changes in electrostatic interaction energy as a function
of a and n. This conclusion is at variance with the claims of
Bruice and co-workers that the PNA backbone is stabilized
by (i1 1)/(i) interresidue hydrogen bonding (47,48). Further
weakening of the hydrogen bond strengths might be
expected from solvent electrostatic screening interactions,
which are not taken into account in this quantum chemical
analysis. Our results are more consistent with a dynamic
spectrum of (i 1 1)/(i) interresidue electrostatic interactions
of varying strength in (æ)-b-g1 conformers. Since the
range of backbone amide functional group orientations
providing good interaction geometries is narrow, occupancy
TABLE 6 Structural comparison of model and experimental HoogsteenWatson-Crick PNADNA systems
Hoogsteen PNA Watson-Crick DNA x1 () x2 () x3 () Buckle k ()
Propeller twist
(v 180)
N,N-dimethyl-2-methylpropanamide Thymine 6.3 1153.2 (82.8)y – – –
N,N-dimethyl-2-methylpropanamide – 4.7 1149.4 (88.2)y – – –
2-imidazol-1-yl-N,N-dimethylacetamide Cytosine 2.7 1176.4 1115.2 131.7 125.0
2-imidazol-1-yl-N,N-dimethylacetamide – 7.2 176.7 197.5 – –
2-isoxazol-5-yl-N,N-dimethylacetamide Cytosine 2.6 1171.2 192.6 19.6 12.0
2-isoxazol-5-yl-N,N-dimethylacetamide – 9.5 179.0 191.2 – –
1PNN (py) PNA* 1PNN (pu) DNA 11.5 6 1.5 175.9 6 3.6 1101.9 6 1.6 110.8 6 3.8 11.8 6 4.1
Deﬁnitions of x1, x2, and x3 dihedral angles are given in Figs. 1 and 2. Basepair propeller (v) and buckle (k) parameters were calculated using CURVES
(65,66). Further details of the N,N-dimethyl amide model structures and B3LYP/6–31111G(d,p) geometry optimization protocols can be found in
Computational Methods.
*(n ¼ 14) for x-dihedral angles; (n ¼ 17) for k- and v-helicoidal parameters.
yx2 calculated with respect to pro-S (or pro-R) methyl group.
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of hydrogen bonded states may be correspondingly low, or
vanishingly small in the limit. This sensitivity to PNA
backbone ﬂexibility could explain the apparent incompati-
bility of amide proton chemical shifts and solvent exchange
properties in A-like heterodimers studied by NMR with the
existence of interresidue hydrogen bonds (27,44,70).
The binding of backbone-base bridging water molecules
in the minor groove may play an important role in PNA
conformer stability and/or preorganization. Neither the
.C(i)¼O(i) nor NH(i11) functional groups are available in
(æ)-b-g1 residue junctions for backbone-base water bridg-
ing of the type observed in P-form crystal structures (38–43).
Consistent with this, no indication of the presence of
signiﬁcant water density in the minor groove was found by
Sen and Nilsson in their simulation of a PNA-DNA
heteroduplex (52), which retained an average helix twist
angle value of 26.3 6 3.9 close to that (28) for the PNA-
DNA octamer determined by NMR (44). Geometry optimi-
zation of our (æ)-b-g1 pTT reference model 3.2 in the
presence of a base-targeted water molecule induced the
rupture of the weak hydrogen bonding interaction between
the .CE(i)¼OE(i) and NH(i11) groups, and led to the
formation of a water-mediated bridge between the -NH(i11)
backbone group and the base O2(i) atom (model 1.3). The
structural transition involved a marked change of.90 in n,
and provided a net energy gain of 4.4 kcal mol1. A net
energy gain of 1.4 kcal mol1 was recorded for a 48 shift
in n in the opposite direction, accompanying the 3:2/2:2
transition and the formation of an in-base-plane water bridge
between the backbone .C(i)¼O(i) carbonyl group and the
O2(i) base atom. High occupancy minor groove water
molecule binding might be linked to helix unwinding (and
hence A-like/P-form transitions) through shifts in n(i) to
values outside of the (æ)-b-g1 residue junction range (200–
260). This is suggested by observations of a spine of
hydration in the minor groove in a molecular simulation of
the PNA-DNA octamer determined by NMR, where time-
averaged duplex structures were reported to be underwound
compared to experiment (49). The discrepancies between the
decamer (52) and octomer (49) PNA-DNA simulations may
relate to the different force ﬁelds, parameter sets, or mole-
cular dynamics protocols employed, or to a greater tendency
for the shorter heteroduplex to unwind. The magnitudes of
the PNA partial atomic charges used by Soliva et al. (49),
documented in Shields et al. (80), are notably larger than
those of Sen and Nilsson (30,52), which may increase water
residence times.
Evidence that the ﬂexible aeg PNA design is less than
optimally disposed for preorganization in the P-form is
provided by the ﬁnding that the symmetry-restrained (æ)-P
and (æ)-Pminor reference aeg pTT dimer models (1.2 and
2.1) do not lie in (local) energy minima in the presence of a
bridging water molecule. A reorganization energy of 11.5
kcal mol1, corresponding to the 1:3/1:2 transition shown
in Fig. 5 B, can be calculated for the (æ)-P conformer. This
is consistent with the notion that water binding in the minor
groove of a Watson-Crick DNA-aeg PNA heteroduplex does
not in itself provide sufﬁcient stabilizing energy to support
topological transition from an A-like/P-form helix: this
transition requires the additional binding of a Hoogsteen
PNA strand in the major groove to distort the DNA structure
during triplex invasion. The existence of a PNA-DNA
decamer heteroduplex containing a three-residue unit PNA
strand D-lysine ‘‘chiral box’’ as a P-form helix (38) demon-
strates that structural change in DNA can be otherwise
induced through modiﬁcation of the PNA backbone. It was
therefore anticipated that minimum energy structures of
modiﬁed dimers bearing a 4-aminobutyl side-chain replace-
ment of the aeg PNA glycine a-carbon pro-R hydrogen
would exhibit greater conformational similarity to experi-
mental P-form residue junctions than their aeg pTT coun-
terparts. This proved to be the case both in the presence and
in the absence of a bridging water molecule. Of further note
was the failure to identify an (æ)-b-g1 conformation at a
local energy minimum in a dihedral angle space in the
D-Lys-pTT dimer system. Together these results indicate that
the more rigid D-lysine-based PNA analog has a stronger
intrinsic preference for the (æ)-P conformation compared
to prototype glycine-based PNA. Rigidity appears to be pri-
marily conferred by a more restricted rotation around the
CA-C bond, described by the e(i) dihedral angle.
Intrinsic preferences for the (æ)-P conformation were
also revealed in positively charged chiral dimers comprising
3-amino-D-alanine or 4-aza-D-leucine residue units. These
designs provide for additional rigidity by side-chain hydro-
gen bonding to the backbone carbonyl oxygen, in principle,
in either of two ways as shown in Fig. 8. The average stacked
pyrimidine base RMSD with respect to stacking in the 1PNN
triplex structure is lower in fully geometry-optimized
3-amino-D-Ala-pTT and 4-aza-D-Leu-pTT models with a
bound water molecule than in the D-Lys-pTT model dimer.
This suggests that PNA constructs comprising chiral analogs
based on 3-amino-D-alanine or 4-aza-D-leucine should not
only adopt P-form helices, but that they may be even better
adapted to this purpose than the D-lysine-based PNA analog.
In addition, these cationic D-amino acid-based chiral PNA
analog designs possess shorter aliphatic side chains com-
pared to D-lysine-based PNA, and consequently may be less
prone to engage in nonspeciﬁc electrostatic interactions with
nucleotide phosphate groups in other DNA molecules.
The design of nucleobases able to recognize pyrimidine
bases in the major groove continues to hinder the develop-
ment of antigene agents to target double-stranded DNA via
triple-helix formation (81–83). The difﬁculties relate both to
the presence of just one major groove hydrogen bonding site
in the pyrimidine component of Watson-Crick C-(G) and
T-(A) basepairs, and to steric obstruction by the 5-methyl
group of thymine, compounded by a need to maximize
p-stacking interactions to increase triplex stability. How-
ever, if binding energy gains resulting from PNA strand
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backbone modiﬁcation can be effectively harnessed so as to
lower energy barriers for P-form triplex formation, base-
stacking energetic contributions afforded by large heterocy-
cles may become less critical provided that target base
selectivity can still be maintained. Thus it might be possible
to expand the PNA nucleobase sequence recognition alpha-
bet through backbone modiﬁcation and the tandem deploy-
ment of small bases or other functional groups attached to
side-chain carbonyl linkers in the Hoogsteen PNA strand to
recognize DNA pyrimidine bases (Fig. 2). Since the Watson-
Crick and Hoogsteen PNA chains adopt the same (æ)-P
conformation in the PNADNA-PNA triplex x-ray diffrac-
tion structure, backbone modiﬁcations in both PNA strands
might be useful in overcoming difﬁculties presented by ki-
netically (preferred) ordered strand invasion mechanisms (5).
Our quantum chemical modeling studies show how an
isopropyl group could be used to target the thymine 5-methyl
group, mimicking the way in which valine side chains shield
thymine 5-methyl groups from solvent at protein-DNA
interfaces. The N2 atom of an isoxazole base attached to the
prototype PNA methylene carbonyl side-chain linker via the
C5 ring position is suitably positioned to accept a hydrogen
bond from the N4 amine group of cytosine. Cytosine-
isoxazole basepair propeller and buckle parameters are in
good agreement with average values for pu-(py) pairs in the
1PNN triplex, as are side-chain linker dihedral angle values.
The imidazol-1-yl analog appears less suitable due to the
slightly unfavorable interaction geometry between the C2
carbon and the cytosine C5 imposed by the P-form helix,
which forces the imidazole ring out of the cytosine base
plane. Steric interference is relieved by the presence of the
O1 oxygen at the equivalent position in the isoxazole ring,
which is able to act as an acceptor of a weak hydrogen bond.
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